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ABSTRACT. In this pupoi* rtu attempt 1ms boon made to study some aspects of the 
J-phonomonon in X-rays from au analytical point of \^ iew. Some of the priiK'ipal features 
of the phenomenon as well as the conditions governing tin* occurrence of the M-discontinuity’ 
111 tvso kinds of ('xporiments have been discusst*d. It has been shown from thooreti(*al consi- 
{li'nitums that th<‘ effect together with tlu‘ associated leatures, is (‘xactly what is (expected 
under suitable circumstances. Barkla's concept o f ‘ levels’ of X-ray activity has not been 
considered in the present analysis.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
It is well know n that Barkla and his collaborators had observed under certain 
conditions disc o^ntinnitit s^ in X-ra>' absorption at first wwe considered as
an evidenc(‘ of a /-series of cliaraideristic X-radiation, ft is also well known that 
lat(T invi'stigations led Barkla to discard this but many im‘ontrovertible
facts w'(‘iv thon  ^ wliicii baffled ex})lanati(m and Barkla classed tluun under th(' 
iiaui(‘, ’ ’ /-phenomenon in X-rays” .
The experiiuental results oi Barkla e/ oL relate mainly to the absorption of 
lietorogmious X-rays by matter. The two methods w hich wert' usually followed 
may he described as follows :
I. The mass-absorption eoefficit'iit of a heterogimeous beam of X-rays, 
from which the softer constituents had he(*n eliminated by filtration, was deter­
mined as usual in twT) testing sul)stan(H‘S. The jienetrating ])owtt of the incident 
beam was progressively increased and the mass-absorption coefficients in two 
substances were measured for eacli p(uietrating power. They were thtm plotted, 
Olio against tlie other in a graph.
ri, A heterogeiKMuis beam of X-rays w as progn*ssively hardmied 1)V passing 
it through an increasing thickness of a sheet of substance. The mass-absorfition 
coefficient of the transmitted beam wtis tlum determined in either a similar subs­
tance or in a different substance and was plott(‘d in a graph against the percentage 
of the incident radiation absorbed by the filter.
In the above two methods, the mass-alisorption coefficient of the heteroge- 
neous beam in any testing substance w as measured in the usual way, i.e., by 
placing in its path, sheets of the testing substance and adjusting their thickness
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till there was a 50% reduction in tlie intensity of the beam. If t represented 
tlie intercepting tliickness, then the average mass-absorption coefficient would
be given by ] === -  log^ .^ The range of values for f ^ ) employed in the\ p i  t \ p I al
experiments under review was generally between 0.5 and 1.8 approximately,
the corresponding wavelengths being nearly 0.20A and 0.48A respectively.
In both these nu t^hods, the graphs obtained can be classified as two distinct 
alternative cases, Cases A and B, In Case B, the graph was a continuous straight 
line and in Case A there w^ en^  two and sometimes more, straight lines intervened 
by one or more discontinuity or discontinuities. The discontinuity or disconti­
nuities observed in Case A constituted a notable feature of Barkla’s J-pheno- 
menon in X-rays.
The t/-discontinuities had been observed tijnes without number under various 
experimental conditions. It had Ixon observed with an intense, narroAv pencil 
of primary rays, or a weak, wide pencil of S(^ att(T(*d rays; with liotorogeneous 
radiations or approximately homogeneous radiations; with highly polarized or 
impolarized radiations; with the same tube, but rays proceeding along different 
directions or wuth different tubes excited in similar or different ways. It had 
been observed by different investigators with different testing substances and by 
various testing methods. Again, under precisely the same conditions, it had not 
been observed by others and even by the same observers.
The principal f(*atures of the discontinuity-plienomenon may be outlined 
as follow s :
(i) The discontinuity-phenomenon, wi\en it oc c^urred, occurred at a critical 
penetrating power of the radiation (as measured liy the mass-absorption coefficient) 
which w^ as characteristic of the testing substamu' and independent of tin? previous 
history of the radiation. The critical penetrating power changed slightly wuth 
the material of the testing element.
(ii) A number of discontinuities called ... etc., each at its own
critical frequemy, was observed,
(iii) The discontinuity was very abrupt.
(iv) The discontinuity or discontinuities depended on some factors which 
could not be identified.
Amongst those w^ ho roportod failures to reproduce the /-discontinuity were 
Dunbar (1925, 1928), Worsnop (1927), Alexander (1930), Backhurst (1932) and 
a few others. Their results represented only one of the two alternative cases 
(Case B) and could add nothing to our knowledge. kSuch a result was neither 
more nor less real and hence could not adequately prove or disprove the pheno­
menon itself.
In order to explain the phenomenon, Barkla had introduced a now (ioncept 
of two (or more) discrete ‘levels’ of X-ray activity (absorption) and postulated 
sudden transformation, under proper cir(;um«tances, from one ‘level’ to another, 
depending upon the complex heterogeneous beam taken as a whole. This conc e^pt 
was not however acceptable. Harkla himself had admitted a number of times 
that much more experimental w'ork would be ruM.essary for any final explanation 
whi(;h would be convincing.
In the present investigatioTis, an attempt has bc^ cn made, on the basis of the 
het(^rogeneity oi the X-ray beam, to give a oonsistent and comprehensive inter­
pretation of all the experimental results which had Ixum obtained by Barkla and 
his collaborators. It is significant tbat it has not been m*cessary to invoke Barkla’s 
new cf)ncept in the interpretation given by the author. The present pa])er d(‘.als 
with the results of expi^riment al invt‘sl.igations, embodied in the pa}>er on “ The 
J-phenonienon in X-rays—Part I ” by Barkla (1925).
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T H E O R E T I C A L  C O N S I D E R A T I O N
A mathemati(;al treatnumt. of the [)r(>blems on het-(Togeneous X-rays, is 
1‘xtromeJy difficult in view' of the fa( t that bc^ am coikxutuhI covers a wnde 
range of wavelength lying betweem a known 1ow(t  limit and an uncertain upper 
limit and also because the encrgy-<listribut ion over this range is not known with 
ally degree of precision. Besides, tlie distribution fun(;tion itself may also vary 
from tube to tube, depending on many findors.
Truly speaking, there is no one wavc'hmgth for a lu^terogeneous bi‘am. Yet 
for th(^  sake of convenient reference*, it is customary t.o assign to it, what is called 
an ‘equivalent w^avolength’ , based on its mass-absorption (joefliicient in some 
substance, as though the beam w'ore monochromatic. This is not entirely satis­
factory. As the absorption coeffi(‘i(mt its(‘lf is determiiKxl somewhat arbitrarily 
(from a 50% reduction in the inlmisity) and as it varies with the nature of the testing 
element, the wavelength deduced from it should naturally be arbitrary to some 
extent and dependent on the testing material. Howwer, the most- important 
point for consideration is the faet^  that, hy this process of measurement, the very 
structure of the radiation is changed and the change is different with different 
testing materials. Thus the spectrum of tlu* radiation em(*rging from the testing 
substance is different in minut(> details from that incident on it. As the emergent 
beam is richer in harder rays on account ol’ the great(T absorption of the softer 
constituents by the material of the tester, the average or the ‘equivalent’ wavelength 
on the emergent side is definitely shorter than on the incident side. Under the 
circumstances, the question naturally arises : To wdiicli portion of the beam, 
the incident or the emergent, should we ascribe the mass-absorption coefficient 
determined experimentally? Although the usual convention is to attribute it 
to the incident portion, the emergent one has an equal claim upon it. Such a
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problem, of course, does not arise in the eas(^  of a perfec t^ly homogeneous beam, 
where the emergent beam is identi(?al witli the incident beam, except that it is of 
less intensity. A little reflection will suggest that, for a lietcrogeneous beam, 
the mass-absorption c.oefiicient should belong neither to the incident side, nor to 
the emergent. More appropriately it should correspond to an intermediate 
wavelength whicli the beam has somewhere inside the testing absorbcT.
The Effective Wavelength of the heferogetieoths radiation
This intermediate wavelength, w]ii(‘li we shall call 'effective’ w^avelength 
Af.ff can be interpolated from the following relation holding good between the 
mass-absorption coeflfieient and tlie wavi'length of a monochromatic radiation, 
lying within the range of wavekmgtiis with which we are coiuierned :
A \ HA^  
p
( 1)
This is a linear relationship betwwn ////> and A**, w’hen^  A  and B  an> (‘onstants 
depending on the nature of testing material. Tlic constant may also depend 
upon the geometry of tlu^  measuring arrangement. Tlu‘ ap])roxinu\te values of 
A and /?, computed for aluminium and coppeu* from the standard data obtaiiK'd 
with a narrow pencil of X-rays, may be wTitten dowm as follow s :
Aluminium A =  0.125 B ~  14.1
Co])per A - 0  B — 153
The Dit^crepanel/ between the Effeefire Wavelength and the Average Wavelength, 
We have now' to prob<‘ into tin* r(*!ation (uuTcsponding t(» (1) betw(*en the 
measured (f^lp) and the average w avelength A ' of the incident spectrum of a hetero­
geneous beam of X-rays. This average*' wavelength is to lx* r(»garded as inde­
pendent* of the testing material. 0))viously tlu‘ ‘effective” wavelength Agjf falls 
short of the “ average” w^avelength A' by a quantity ‘e’ so that
V / A' (ij)
Let e be (jailed the ‘discrepancy’ , whicjh is ne(j(*ssarily a fumjtion of A' and 
the nature of the absorbing material. For a monochromatic; radiation, e is cjqual 
to zero, and for Iiard, filtered and heterog(m(x)us radiations (such as wore employed 
in the experiments under review) it is calculated to be small. Further, so long 
as the average wavelength of the latter remains unchanged, alight variations in 
their microscopic structure will be supposed to produce only a trivial change, 
if at all, in e—a change of second-order smallness wdiich will be neglected.
♦Perhaps the ‘average’ wavelength here may be best deUnod as follows ; A — 
where the average frequency p' — (S n. .^ v/(A.Sn)—Total energy/(/i x total number of photons)*
Now, satisfies the ecjjiiation :
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— A  ^ vvhioli in view of (2)
-  A + B {X  - e fheeoiues : ^
P
—- A 4^  BX'^] sim;e e < <  A'
Deleting the dash upon A for the sake of (jonvenieiu we sliall henceforth write :
P A -\-BX^ {\ ~:k'/A) ... (3)
wliere A means noM' and hereaft(‘i* the avtu’age' wav(‘lengtli of tlu‘ incident radia­
tion. Putting /z//> — y and A^  ecpiation (3) takes the form
y -  A j B.r—'XBx^ '^h' ... (3a)
Thus wJiat was a straight Iin(‘ grapli (vide (equation 1) in th(^  (*ase of a mono- 
<‘hromati(* radiation l)e(*oiu('S a curve'’*' in the r*as(‘ of a lu'terogc'ue'ons radiation, 
tlu' equation to tlu* curve* i)(*ing given l>y 3(a). Fig. 1 represeaits scluunatieaHy 
the two graj)hs one* a1)ove another.
X
Fig. 1
Curvature of the graph for the heterogeneous  ^ beam
Differentiating equation (3a) suceessiv(*ly v^itll respect to .r, we get :
(4 )
*It should be strosaod he^ re, theit the tlt'viation of this curve from the linear course is 
nowhere great within the range of experimental wavelengths, as the term 3c./x in equation 
(3) is small compared to unity.
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and 7/3 == { B-r^ Ca+Gx^ ea—2^ :61 +  ^ - e j
... («)
. . .  (6)
Tlioso differential eoeffioients (cannot ordinarily be evaluated since e, as a function 
of X, is not known. In the present analysis, we shall suppose that for filtered, 
hard radiation.
e ^  ax~\-bx' -^[-cx  ^ (approx.) (7)
where a, 6, c are })ositive constants, independent of x but dependent on the testing 
absorber.
Differentiating now equation (7), we have
— “  a \-2hx-\- c^x^de 
dx




=  e, 6c
. .  (8)
A justifi(^ation for the function expressed by equation (7) arises from the fact that 
it satisfic's the conditions tliat both e and dejdx should decrease with the decrease 
of A, (i.e., vith the decrease of ;r) in conformity with the actual behaviour of the 
rays concerned.
Substituting in equation (5) the values of e and the differential coefficients 
from (7) and (8) res];)ectively, Ave obtain aft( r^ simplification,
2B
?/2 (5ax~^ ^^ +206.^2^^+44c.r®^ ®) (9)
It is noted from this equation (9) that 7/2 is negative, so that the slope of the 
curve represented by (3a) decTeases as x increases. Further, the rate of A^ ariation 
of the slope is comparatively great for small as well as for large values of x (i.e. of A). 
Hem^e this rate passes througl) a minimum at a certain medium wave length. 
I f  this minimum occurs within the experimental range of wave-length, a 
J-discontinuity will appear. Th(^  particular value of x at which such ami nimum 
occurs can be calculated by putting V3 — 9 in equation (6), so that
0 =  7/3 —  ^^x^e^-{-6x\--2xei+ |  ^ )
or 3 x \ + 6 x \ —2xei+ g e =  0 (10)
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The solution of the equation (10) gives the required value of x. Tiie point 
on the curve corresponding to this luinimum is denoted by D.
D E D U C T I O N S
1. Monochromatic radiaiion.
From equation (1) wo have
and
/ " )  = ^ .v+ -» aA“
P I X
wlio.rc the subscripts X and Y refer to two different testing substances. Klimi- 
natiiig between these equations,
=  +  ‘I f  (!' ,
X B y  ' B y  \ p  ’ y (1 1 )
This is a continuous linear relation hetween (fijp)x ^^ i^d {plp)y. If in a particular 
eas(‘. X  rei)res(uits aluminium and T copper, then Ay ^  0, 
so that
p  / Al
2. Heterogeneous radiations
C A S E I.
Relation between the mass-absorption coefficients in two absorbing substances 
token the incident beam is progressively hardened
Wt‘ have already seen that for a particular assumed functional relatic.n between 
e and u; in the case of a penetrating filtered radiation, there occurs a point D 
on the y —x curve at which the rate of decrease of the slope is minimum. If sucli 
is actually the (^ ase under the unknowm and correct functional relation also, the 
rate of variation in the slope close to the point 1) and on cither side of it, will 
also bo near the minimum. A S(‘t of points g, r may, therefort', be taken 
on the curve close to and on one side of such that they may be regarded 
as practically lying on a straight line of short length. Similarly, we may take 
another set of points on the other side of 1 ) and they lie on another straight line 
of short length.
Now consider together the two curves (i/^ ' -r ) and (7/y —r) for the tw o absor­
bers X  and Y  with their o^ vn /^-points, And J)y. We shall suppose here 
that Dx and Dy  are sensibly one above the other. Taking the short straight 
lines passing through the points p<, q, r lying on the same side (L.H.S., say) of
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and Dy in tlie two curves, it is shown below that, over a small range, the 
relation lu'tween y ^  Vy linear, when x is elindnaied between them. It is 
(‘vident from ecjiiation (3 ) that the assumption of a short length of the curve being 
practically straight means that ejA is fairly eonstaiit with a mean valm  ^K  over 
that length, so that on tlu‘ L.FT.S. of the i>-points we have :
and yy  -- -  0 h%A-* ( 1 -  ) =  By{\ 3Ky)r
... (1 1 a)
where is taken to rej)res(‘iit ahiminijiium and }" coppcT.
Eliminating x b(‘twc(‘n the above tAvo (Hpuitions, W(^  have,
//x -^x  ^ //j 11 y)}
y
Av^here and K y  are small co]upar(‘d to unity. Jhitting oc — (A^ y— ) — 
(jonst., MV get
B
Vx i /  (1By 12)
This equation nq)r(\sents a straight lim^  graj)h f(jr  ^ plotted against ijy.
B
The slope of the straight line is given by ( I—3a) and the intercept on the 
/^y-axis by y.
Similarly, on the 11. H. S. of the 7>-])oints on tlie two curves, we have anotluT 
straight line rt‘preseiit(‘d by the ecpiation
BjVx - ¥ ) ? / ! ' (13)
wdiere fi — (K \  A"'y) -- const. The slope of this straight line is giv(‘n by
‘ *Y
(i —3/?), and the intercept on the y axis, again by .4 y.
I f a and/y are different, etpiations (1 2 ) and (13) represent two different straight 
lines with different slopes but equal intercc^pts.
It is not possible to say A\hich of a and /? is greater, I f however we assume 
/? >  a, the two stiaight lines agree A\ith Barkla’s in their (onfigurations : The 
former straight line is on the shorter wavelength side and the latter on the longer 
wavelength side of the i>-points, therci being a discontinuity in the region corres­
ponding to these points. This is the well known ‘•/-discontinuity’ which is illus­
trated in Fig. 2. In casc» if one Z>-point Jjy is within the (jxperimental range of 
wavelengths and the other Dy outside but not far aw^ ay then also J-step may 
appear. Here a == (Kx-^Ky)  and p — (K'x—Ky).
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A point in support of the theory advanced may be noted here. The experi­
mental value of the intercept A j- for aluminium (obtained from Barkla’s Figs. 1, 
4 and 9 by extrapolation) agrees rtmuirkably well witli the theoretical, which is 
about 0.125. As for the other testing substances, such as j>aper or gold, 
reliable data for comparison are Tujt available. Further, the smallness of a and 
ji can be verified if their values an^  estimat'd from the 8lo])es of the two straight 
lines with the help of etpiations (12) and (1 .1 ). For example, in the case of Al-Ou 
pair, in Barkla’s Fig. 1. the values of a and (i are computed as - .033 and } 023 
respectively.
Position of the. J-discontinuity
According to the pre.sent view, the position of the J-di.scontinuity in the graph 
(Fig. 2), is determined by tlie ibpoint. To get the j -coordinate of this point we 
hav'e to solve equation (10), which is ;
3a;*fio-l 6.r%.,— 2j’e,-l e =  0
As,suming the functional relation given in (7) and substituting in equation (10), 
th(i values of e and its differential coefficients from (7) and (S) respectively, we 
get, aft(U' simnlification,
0 \-Hb.r ] 44c.r- — 0 .. (14)
This leads to
x=^(-^2b±^/4h^-\ Iluf)/22c
Since the coefficients <i, b. c are all jiositive, the negative sign before the 
radical is inadjuiasible, for that would make x negative, which is absurd. Hen(a>!
Zj) =  (-2b+^^Ab'^+U<lc)|22c (15)
An approximate solution of equation (14) might at once be obtained, if we 
could neglect the term 44ca;‘'* which is likel_\' to be small ns comparc'd to the other 
two terms. In that case
and
Xjj'^alHb, for the absorber X  
Xj)'^a'jHb\ for the absorber 1 ' (16)
It is evident that and Dy  will lie one abt)ve the other in Fig. 1. to the extent 
the values of ajb and a'Jb' approach each other and the position of the 
J-discontinuity in Fig. 2, will be determined accordingly.
Critical Mass-absorption Coefficient for the J-discontinuity
It is noted from equation (15) that the position of the D-point should be
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characteristic of the absorbing material, since the constants a, 6, c are characteris­
tic. of that material. This explains why the discontinuity in Fig. 2, should occur
?/r -►
Fig. 2
at a critical value of (////>) for the absorlxu-concerned. The fact that the J-discoii- 
tinuity apj>ears at some critical value of (////>) of tlu' fibsorlxT is a characttTisiicr 
feature of the J-phenomcnon. This critic al valu(‘ may be ( akailated with help 
of equation (8a), i.e.,
t
where the subscript j '  refers to the ./-discontinuity and wiicre




obtained from equations (7) and (15) respectively. Thus (/ilp)j turns oui to be a 
function of a, b, and c, which again depend on the absorbing substance. As 
the nature of variation of a, b, c with tlu' material of the substance is not known 
due to insufficiency of available data, it is not possible to find how Aj should change 
with the testing material. But Barkla’s experimental values, A/, 0.3.15A
for aluminium and 0.315 A for co])per, enabhi us to compute roughly, from equation 
(16), the ratio a jh  for these elements. They are 0.3 for ahirainium and 0.25 for 
copper. It may be mentioned here that on the basis of the function proposed 
in (7), the ./-discontinuity, when it (Kiinirs. should appear at a medium wavelength. 
Actually in Barkla’s experiments, the discontinuity was found to be within the 
experimental range, 0.20 A - 0.48 A, and the value of the critical wavelength at 
which the discontinuity appeared varied from 0.30A (gold) to 0.39 A(carbon).
Constancy of the. Critical Penctraiirig Power
It ia seen from equation (10) that the average wavi'lengtli at which the J-dis- 
continuity occurs is given, to a rough ajiproxbnation, hy which is a cons­
tant for a given absorber. But this average wavehmgth is also a measure of the 
iiia(;ros(^opic complexion of the heterogeneous radiation. The occurrence of the 
J-discontinuity is thus conditional upon the availability and constancy of this 
complexion within the scope of th(‘ experiment and not upon the individual wave­
lengths constituting tlie incident beam. This is the reason why, Muth beams ob­
tained in so many diverse ways, tlunr criti( a^l penetrating power should turn out 
so constant, when measured with any substance.
J-step
Referring to our Fig. 2, if y'y  be the abscissa of the discontinuity, then the 
corresponding ordinates belonging to th(' two straight lines represented by the 
equations (12 ) and (13) are given by
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A X +  (l-3a ).v 'yh y
and
h\r
rt‘S[KHtively and their difference is
3 (/i~0L)y'y
This is the J-step.
The percentage step-up eom])an‘d to y* y
= ( ly'y - 300 (/i-a).hy
Midtiple discontinuities
The occurrence sometimes of more than one discontinuity in course of a 
single experiment, is in the light of the present analysis, suggestive of the existence 
o f a corresponding number o f Z)-points along the ■whole length of the curve (y—x) 
represented by equation (3a) and brought tinder experimental observation. The 
a, h, c— values over different segments o f the curve, arc, in that case, different. 
We are, however, inclined to the view' that the double discontinuities in Barkla’s 
Kg. 3 , p. 1041, is possibly due to and Dy  being somewhat separated along 
a?-direotion.
V A S K II
lielMiim hctmen thr mim-abfiorplion coeffieimi and fhe, fraction of the 
radiation absorbed, when the gicen incident beam is increasmgly
filtered'
Let Z denote the fraction of the radiation cut off by the filter and {P-lp)x 
tiu‘ mass-absorption coofticiont of tlu* transmitted btnini, as measured witli the 
testing substance X. Thtm tlu^  average' wavelmigtb of the transmitted beam 
is a fuiietion of Z, We (*an therefore write :
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X == i (^Z) or Z f(x), say 
where j — as before.
(18)
Since the wav('length emerging from tb(‘ filt('r is the wavelength imridcmt on 
the testing substance we also liave from (Ila) near the 7)-point :
m
The recjuired relation b(‘twe(‘n (g//>)v ^ obtained by (diminating .r
between ecpiations (IS) and (19). Although tlie exaid form of the funedion /  in 
(18) is not known, yc't the (‘onditions to be satisfied by it are quite definite and may 
be utilised in ascertaining the g('ii(‘ral run of the curve (Z —.r) in (18). The 
conditions ar(‘ :
(i) As Z increase's, .r d(‘cr(‘ases.
(ii) As Z  inerc'ases, f l r l dZ  dt'crease's and lu'nee? d Z l d x  inenuises nunK^ rieally.
(iii) Wht>n Z  ^ 0, ,r -  Xq (corresponding to tlu* unfiltered radiation).
(iv) When Z  ] , x  ha*-' a minimum value* whieh is not zero.
These are illustrat(*d in the above* Fig. .*{, wlu're* the* curve O'J^ Q nqm^sents 
the equation Z —/(.r), and the curve 11 PS. represents (*qmition (3a). Tlu* 
Z-axis and //-axis are repr(‘S(*nted b\ tlu' L.pr.S. and U.H.S. vertical lines res­
pectively. The points Q and W on the* curve 0 ' PQ, com'spond to 100 per cent 
and 50 pen* cent rc'duction in int(*nsitv r(*s[)ectiv(dy. As the actual experiments 
under consideration (Barkla’s Figs, 10 and 1 1 ) were performed with a radiation 
filtered till the intensity was cut off by 50%, i.t;., till Z increased from zero to 0.5, 
they are necessarily confined to the region of tlu^  diagram (Fig. 3), lying on the 
R.H.b. of P only. Tlie />-point descuibed in Case I previously and assumed 
present, is also shown (encircled) on tlu* (uirve RFS and lying somewhere between 
P and S, The abscissa x is drawn on a scale somewhat (exaggerated.
It may be pointed out that so far as the J-discontinuity is concerned, an 
exact knowledge of the function /  is not essential. In view of the smallness of the
part 0'P(AA =  0.1 A approx), the function may be regarded as practically linear. 
We may assume that the curve is concurrent with a small portion of a para-
l)ola with a large latus rectum.
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Accordingly, for the curve OTQ, we write
(r/j —Z)2 b^ {x~[ cr) ( 2 0 )
wJiere and cr are constants depending on tli<‘ filtering material, being the
latus rectiHii. This ecjuation v ill be found to satisfy all the conditions, enumerated 
above. Thus
when l(max), x is iiiinifuum in keeping with (iv), and assuming Z<<a^,
dZ b,
dx negative in keeping With (i), sinci* ~~~ 2(a~—Z)* "  increases,
dZ
increases in magnitude, in ket^ping with (ii) and][further, Avhen Z ^  0 , x  - max. 
“  ^ g^reeing with (iii) so that from (20) we have,
bi(X^  ^+  (T) ... (2 1 )
Therefore, from (20) and (2 1 ), the equation to the curve OTQ satisfying all 
the required conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), may be written down also as :
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or " T -  ■'\ (t^  /  .r,
r |-tr 




'  2 .r„+a /(•r)
(22)
The above is ])raetieally a linear relationship between Z and *r. Hence 
the portion O'P of tlie curve* is straight to tlie extent that the* values of Z and 
conform to the assumed condition.
Taking O T to be approximately straight and considering the short segments 
of the curve P8 on i‘ith(*r sides of D (supposed present) close to it, as linear, we 
may now eliminate x. b(*tween the equations (lb) and (22) and obtain :
i^ /A--  |>’ (.r,,-hrr)fi,.(l- :JAV)J Z ... (23)
The requin*d relation between and Z is thus linear. But as the values of tin* 
constant /Ty are diff<*rent for thr* two sides o f ‘T>’ (vidv Case /). the straight lin(‘ 
in (2.*i) splits up into two different (non-collinear) straight lines re])ri‘sented by ’
(i)
and
(a,H (t)B,.(] -3 A " j.) }  
(ii) ?/x -  {*4.v r-Av.r„(l 3A''_^ -)1 -  | -- 37v ",v)) Z (24)
where. A'y Ix-longK to the left hand side ui'lX  and K"y t(t the right hand side in 
Fig. 3, or in other words /v'j. eorresjxmds to tlie .sliorter wavelengtli side of ‘I)' 
(and lienee to larger values of Z) and A to th(' longer wavelength aide (and lu'nee 
to smaller values of Z).
Now, Ay(= ^xM) iiK'reascs with A lor a filtered radiatiim, whieh is apparent 
from equation (7). Therefore. A"' y -- A" ,.. Henee the ‘i«iter< ei)f and the ‘slope’ 
of the straight line (i) are resfieetively greater than the eorn'sponding (|uantities 
of the straight line (ii), the two stragiht lines being, of eours(>, intervened by a 
discontinuity initiated by the i)-point, exactly as in Case T. This is the ./-dis­
continuity in Case II. The two straight lines agree in all esscmtial features with 
those illustrated by Barkla in his Figs. 10 and 1 1 , pp. 1047-I04.S.
Jt 18 evident that here also the ./-discontinuity should he formed at the same 
critical penetrating power eharaeteristic of the testing element, as in Case 1 and 
this corresponds to
xj = {-26 + v '4 /> + llrtc }/2 2c
(vide Eqns. 15 and 16)
This feature, viz. the constancy of the critical penetrating power had been 
verified in Barkla’s cxporinient».
The above treatment is a general one, in as much as it does not take into 
consideration the actual material of the filter; i.e., whether the material of the 
filter is the same as or different from that of the testing substance for measuring 
tlu^  mass-absorption coefficient. Analysis reveals that if there is a Xl-jx>int, there 
should appear a discontinuity. In Barkla’s experimdnts. however, discontinuity 
oc(uuT(‘d only when the materials oi* the filter and tiie testing substanc^e M'ere 
identical, i.e., when both were aluminium or botli copj)er. But the discontinuity 
was missing when the filter was aluminium and th(? testing substance copper. This 
ac(!ording to the ])res(‘nt view, only means that the .D-point was either absent in 
that casc‘, or was situated close to P (or S) but outside tlie segment PS (Fig. 3).
The linear n4ation between (A/p)r// ^.1/ Barkla), suggests that the
latter alternativi^ Kshould liold.
V E R I F I C A T I O N S
The fact tliat the theory advance<l hen* has yielded results in general accord 
with the t‘X]K‘rimental findings of Barkla, aijiply 1)cars out tin* correctness of the 
various assumptions mad(' previously in that connection. A further justification 
may lu* had from an actiial examination of tin* experimcjital data furnished below.
With the help of Barkla's Fig. 10 (low(*r diagram) and Fig. 1 1 , together with 
our ('(piations (21 and 24), it is possible to make? the following computations :
(a) For Aluminium-Aluminimum pair,
Ky  ^ 0.057, d i >  1.58, 50.5,
and since Z <  0.5, <  0.1 .
(b) For Copper-Copper pair,
-  17.7, u, >  2.17, >  38.5
Z-
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and since Z <  0.5 , <  0.06
Absejim of the. J-discontinuiti/
We shall now discuss the circumstances leading to the non-appearance or 
absence of the J-discontimiity. Evidently, wh(*n* th<* ‘discrepancy’ e is either zero 
or very small, the /)-p(3int is absent or practically so. Hence a discontinuity 
is not to bo expected there. This is so
(i) with a beam of X-rays which is strictly monochromatic for which e == 0,
(ii) with a beam of heterogeneous X-rays which has been excessively filtered 
and consequently rendered more or less homogeneous, when c becomes 
insignificant and
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(iii) with a method of jneasurornent where the absorption coeflScient of the 
filtered heterogeneous beam is dottsrmined arbitrarily from insufficient 
absorption—say, 25% instead of 50% as usual -  within the testing subs­
tance, thus making e too small.
Case (ii) hero, was nicely illustrated by Dunbar’s (1925) failures and (iii) by Barkla’s 
Fig. 8 (lower diagram). In all these cases, the graph (yx—Vy) found to be 
linear as expected from Equation ( 1 1 ).
There is a fourth (lase in whi(‘h the dicoiitinuity may not appear. I f th(^  
D-points do not fall within the range of wavelenthvS studi(Mi, but are yet not far 
away, only one side of the 7>>-points (^ an hv considered. Jn such a case we should 
expect a singl(> continuous straight line for the (;(/x"~//r) instead of two,
intervened by the discontinuity. A fifth case f<»r no discontinuity may arise if 
a =  (vide equation 12  and 13) when the two straight lines should merge into 
one, even with the D-point present within the experimental range. (Se(^  Barkla’s 
Fig. 4. for imfiltered radiation and the upper diagram of Fig. 10 .).
Barkla and his collaboratf»rs had observcMl that the ./-discontinuity sometimes 
occurred and sometimes did not occur under what appeared to be c'ssentially 
identical conditions. This may be (‘xpected when the beam of X-rays (umcfTiied 
is in a state of unsteadim‘ss. Irregular changes in the structure of the radiation 
may, at times, render the plottt^l points misleading and iinrealiable with a conse­
quent obliteration of the ./-step. (See Barkla’s Fig. 2, p. 1040). Further it can 
be suggested that the ‘dis(*repancy'-(*oeffici(mts, u, b, c (in Equation 7) of an 
absorbing material may sometimes be affected by variations in some special 
factor or factors whicli have not been identified and controlled. The //-points 
juay be sensitive to such variations, even wben all other conditions are steady, 
appearing sometimes at tlie right places and sometimes moving beyond them. 
These considerations may explain, to some extent, the elusive nature of the 
J-discontinuity.
S U M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S
In the foregoing analysis of the t/-phenomcnon, we have accjepted the hypo­
thesis put forw^ard by Barkla that a heterogeneous beam of X-rays behaves like 
an ‘atmosphere’ of radiation considered as an integrated whole for which its mass- 
absorption coefficient appears to be more fundamental than its individual wave­
lengths. It has been supposed that the mass-absorption coefficient of a hetero­
geneous beam of X-rays in an absorbing substance corresponds to some inter­
mediate wavelength whi(;h tlu^  beam has somewhere inside the absorber. Since 
the softer constituents of the heterogeneous beam are increasingly filtered off as 
the beam passes through the absorber, this intermediate or the effective wave­
length must needs be slightly less than tlie average wavelength. Expressing this 
discrepancy between the effective wavelength and the average wavelength
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as a suitable function of the latter, represented by (7), the ,/-dis<5ontinuity has 
l)cen shown to be associated with the so-called i>-point on the (ja/p—A^)-curve, 
where the rate of the variation of the slope is uiininumi (or /(‘ro as at a point of 
inll(^xion), the small segments of tli(^  (*urve lying on both sides of and close to 
it, being regarded as straight lines. Th(‘ })osition of the ^-discontinuity, the 
critical mass-absorption (coefficient for tlie discontinuity, the (‘onstancy of tliis 
critical value for a particular absorbing substanc(‘ and its dej)endenc(‘ on tlu^  
material of the absorber and tJjc magnitude of the »/-fttc|) have been fully dis­
cussed in t(Tius of the ‘dis(crepancy’ coi f^ticients. Quantitative agreement lias 
be(‘n shown in sonu' cas(\s b(dv^e(‘n the ivsults of th(‘ analysis and the (‘xperi- 
mental results of Barkla and his collaborators.
Th(* absence of the »/-discontinuity and tiu* circumstances leading to it have 
b(‘(Ui discussed in some details. Suggi^stions have also been mad(‘ to (*xplain 
the (elusive natim  ^ of the ./-discontinuity.
In conclusion, it is to be noti‘d that Barkla s interjiretation of the (^xperinumtal 
TTSults on th(* t/-ph(uionienon in X-rays in tcuaus o f ‘k'vids’ of A'-ray activity has 
not b(^ en considered in tlie pivsent invt'stigation. Barkla s fruitful id(\a that in 
the phmionuma c-onetTning a h(*terog(*neous beaju of X-rays, it is the avewage 
constitution of the beam that counts above evewy thing, is howi'ver recognis('.d 
in tlu‘. analysis dctaik*d in this ])a|M‘r.
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(iii) with a method of measurement where the absorption coeificient of the. 
filtered Iieterogeneous beam is determined arbitrarily from insufficient 
absorption—say, 25% instead of 50% as usual —within the testing subs­
tance, thus making p too small.
Case (ii) here, was nicely illustrated by Dunbar’s (1925) failures and (iii) by Barkla’s 
Fig. 8 (lower diagram). In all these cases, the graph (yx'^Vy) found to be 
linear as expected from Equation ( 1 1 ).
There is a fourth case in whicli the di(?ontinuity may not appear. I f the 
/>-points do not fall within the range of wavelenths studied, but are yet not far 
away, only one side of the 7>-points can b<‘ considered. Jn such a (;ase we should 
expec t^ a single continuous straight line ff>r the {yx^ l/y) instead of two,
intervened by the disfumtimiity. A fifth case for no disc.ontiunity may arise if 
a ^  fi (vide equation 12  and 13) when the two straight lines should merge into 
one, even with the D-point present within the experimental range. (Sec? Barkla's 
Fig. 4. for unfiltered radiation and the upper diagram of Fig. 10 .).
Barkla and his collaborators had obst'rved that the ./-discontinuity sometimes 
ocjcurred and sometimes did not o( c^ur under what appeared to be essentially 
identical conditions. This may be expected when the beam of X-rays concerned 
is in a state of unsteadiness. Irregular changes in the structure of the radiation 
may, at times, render the plotted points misleading and unrealiable with a (umse- 
quent obliteration of tlie J-step. (See Barkla’s Fig. 2 , p. 1040). Furtlier it can 
be Kuggcste<l that the ‘discrepancy'-coefficients, a, h, r (in Equation 7) of an 
absorbing material may sometimes be affected by variations in some special 
factor or fa(;tors which have not been identified and controlled. The />-points 
may be semsitive to such variations, even when all other conditions are steady, 
appearing souietimes at the right places and sometimes moving b(\yond them. 
These considerations may explain, to sonu‘ extent, the elusive nature of the 
J-discontinuity.
S U M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S
In the foregoing analysis of the J-phenomenon, we have accepted the hypo­
thesis put forward by Barkla that a lieterogeneous beam of X-rays behaves like 
an 'atmosphere’ of radiation considered as an integrated whole for which its mass- 
absorption coefficient appears to be more fundamental than its individual wave­
lengths. It has been supposed that the mass-absorption coefficient of a hetero­
geneous beam of X-rays in an absorbing substance corresponds to some inter­
mediate wavelength whi(}h tlie beam has somewhere inside the absorber. Since 
the softer constituents of the heterogeneous beam are increasingly filtered off as 
the beam passes through the absorber, this intermediate or the effective wave­
length must needs be slightly less than the average wavelength. Expressing this 
‘discrepancy’ between the effective wavelength and the average wavelength
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as a suitable funeiion of the latt(T, represented by (7), the ,/-diseontinuity has 
been shown to be associated with the so-< a^lled /bpoint on the (]a//j —A^)-curve. 
when» the rate of the variation of th(^  slopi' is niininmni (or /(‘ro as at a }>oint of 
inriexion), the small segments of tlu^  curv(‘ lying or) both sides of ly and close to 
it, i)cing regarded as straight lines. Tlie position of the J-discontinuity, the 
critical mass-absorption (coefficient for the diseontimiity, the constancy of this 
critical value for a particular absorbing substance  ^ and its do]:)endence on tln^  
jnaterial of the absorber and the magnitude  ^ of the ./-step have* been fully dis- 
cuss(‘(l in terms of the ‘discrccpancy’ (coefficients. Quantitative agrcnmient has 
bcim slnm n in soim* cases b(‘i \\(‘en the n s^nlts of tlie analysis and the experi­
mental results of Karkla and liis collaborators.
Th(‘ abseiKce, of tlie ./-distcontinuity and tlu* circumstances leading to it have 
b(‘(‘ii disccussed in somt‘ (hdails. Sugg(‘stions have also b(‘en made to explain 
the elusive nature (>f the ./-disecontinuitv.
In conchisum, it is to b(‘ notol that Barkla's intcTprcdation of tlie (‘Xjieriniental 
results on the J-plumonienon in X-rays in t(*rms ol‘ *l(‘V(‘ls’ of X-ray activity has 
not luHMi considervd in the prescuit inv(\stigation. Barkla's fruitful idea that in 
tlu‘ phenojm'tia conctTiiing a hetiTogem'ous Ix^ am of X-rays, it is the average 
constitution of the b(‘am that counts above eveuy thing, is however recognised 
in tlu^  analysis detailed in this pajier.
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